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Abstract
Cache resizing and DVFS are two well-known techniques,

employed to reduce leakage and dynamic power consumption
respectively. Although extensively studied, these techniques
have not been explored in combination. In this work we argue
that optimal frequency and cache size are highly affected by
each other, therefore should be studied together.

We present a framework that drives DVFS and Cache Re-
sizing decisions in a unified, co-ordinated way. We show that
MLP is the key to understand how performance is affected
by both techniques and we develop an analytical model to
quantify performance variation under different cache sizes
and core frequencies. Finally, we expose this information to
the OS and/or the application, which are responsible for set-
ting core frequency and cache size based on energy-efficiency
policies defined by the user.

Our experimental results show that our model can drive
DVFS and Cache Resizing decisions to reduce dynamic and
static energy consumption and improve EDP by 18% on aver-
age for SPEC2006. We evaluate different policies and show-
case that with our model, it is trivial to build any policy in-
volving energy-performance requirements.

1. Introduction
In the last decade, energy has evolved to a first-order con-
straint, and computer systems are now optimized for energy
efficiency. Two of the most important parameters associated
with the energy efficiency of a system are the core frequency
and the Last Level Cache (LLC) size. Although processors are
optimized for ’common case’, the optimal cache/frequency
configuration for many applications does not lie on the nom-
inal values. Hence, significant effort is expended to identify
cases where core frequency or cache size can be scaled down
without inordinately affecting performance but yielding energy
savings, thus improving the energy efficiency of the system.

In the past, researchers treated DVFS and Cache Resizing
as two independent problems, aiming to attack dynamic and
leakage energy consumption respectively [6, 13, 25, 19, 22,
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Figure 1: Performance and miss profile for cactusadm under
different cache configurations.

36, 37]. This approach, however, disregards the effect of the
miss behavior of an application in both techniques. Resizing
the cache can turn a compute-bound program to memory-
bound, if the cache is not big enough to store the application’s
working set. At the same time, most DVFS techniques [6,
13, 25, 19, 26] exploit the application’s memory slack, i.e.,
the periods that the processor is waiting for the memory, to
scale frequency down and save energy without inordinate
performance overhead. In other words, turning the ’cache size’
knob can significantly affect the way that the ’DVFS’ knob
should be controlled. Similarly, the importance of leakage
power grows at lower frequency levels, therefore aggressive
Cache Resizing can be more beneficial. Moreover, many times
the same performance can be achieved by either shrinking the
cache or reducing the core frequency, hence the two problems
cannot be studied in isolation: we need a unified framework to
maximize efficiency by intelligently applying both techniques.

Previous approaches used the miss ratio or miss rate to re-
size the cache [4, 37]. These metrics, however, do not directly
reflect how performance is affected by resizing because not all
misses are equally important. If shrinking the cache forces hits
to turn into misses, but these misses overlap with previously
existing misses, the performance penalty is not as significant
as it would have been, had these extra misses been isolated.

Figure 1 shows how execution time, number of misses,
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Figure 2: Interval model for DVFS and Cache Resizing.

and number of leading misses change with cache size for
cactusadm, one of the SPEC2006 benchmarks [10]. The term
leading miss [6, 13, 26] refers to the first miss in a group of
overlapping misses. To compare which of the misses/leading-
misses curve correlates better with execution time, each curve
is scaled to its maximum dynamic range. The figure shows that
execution time does not change proportionally to the change
in the number of misses, whereas the leading-misses curve
perfectly overlaps with the execution time curve. Hence, it is
the leading-misses curve that correlates better with execution
time. This motivates us to use this metric for modeling Cache
Resizing. More importantly, the same metric has been used
to model frequency scaling. This raises the question: can a
unified leading-miss model describe both DVFS and Cache
Resizing? In this work, we show how to construct such a
model and apply it at runtime.

The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We develop a unified DVFS-Cache Resizing model to esti-

mate execution time at any frequency-cache configuration
(Section 2).

• We propose a cache-tag architecture to predict cache misses
and leading misses from any cache configuration to any
other configuration, with low hardware cost (Section 3).

• We feed the model output to the OS to adapt frequency and
cache size at runtime, and we showcase why DVFS and
Cache Resizing are synergistic (Sections 4 and 5).

2. Performance Modeling
Figure 1 shows that there is a strong correlation between exe-
cution time and the number of leading misses of an application.
Previous work has also shown that leading misses are the key
to model DVFS. In this section, we propose a model to esti-
mate how the execution time of an application changes with
cache size and core frequency, by executing it in a single cache
and a single frequency. We start from the previously proposed

DVFS interval-based model [13, 6, 25] and augment it to ac-
count for Cache Resizing. Subsequent sections discuss how to
apply the model and evaluate its accuracy.

2.1. Interval-based DVFS model

Interval-based models have been used [11, 7, 8, 9, 33] as a first-
order approximation of the execution time of a program. These
models assume a steady state IPC, shaped by both hardware
(issue width, cache architecture, branch prediction etc.) and
software (instruction level parallelism, branch behavior) as-
pects. Steady-state intervals are punctuated by miss-intervals,
introducing stall cycles to the processor. Typically, short-
latency miss-events are treated as part of the steady-state inter-
vals and their effect is part of the steady-state IPC. Hence, it is
the long-latency events, such as LLC-misses, that introduce
stall-cycles to the processor.

Figure 2a demonstrates the interval model with two LLC
misses. After the first miss is issued, the processor keeps
executing instructions until the miss reaches the head of the
ROB, or until there are no more independent instructions in
the instruction queue. At this point the processor stalls. After
the miss is serviced, the processor starts issuing instructions
again until it stalls due to LLC miss2. After the second miss
is serviced, the processor can issue instructions again.

In the past, frequency scaling has been modeled using the
misses that initiate groups of overlapping LLC misses, named
leading misses [13, 6, 25]. Other miss-events, such as branch
mispredictions or L1 misses, are in-core events and their laten-
cies (expressed in core cycles) are not affected by frequency
scaling. In Figure 2a, the second miss is issued x cycles after
the first one, hence it will also be serviced x cycles after the
first one. From the core’s perspective, scaling frequency down
by a factor of k is nothing more than scaling the memory la-
tency, expressed in core cycles, by a factor of k, too. Therefore,
Figure 2b shows that only the miss interval of the first miss is
affected by frequency scaling, whereas the additional cycles
to service the second miss remain intact.

If lm is the total number of leading misses in a program, the
impact of scaling frequency from f req1 to f req2 (k = f req1

f req2
)

is given by the following equation [13]:

cycles( f req2) =cycles( f req1)+

lm×mem_lat ×
(

f req2

f req1
−1

)
(1)

2.2. Interval-based Cache Resizing model

MLP is a key metric to quantify the impact of Cache Resizing
on performance, since the cost of a miss overlapping with
another miss is dramatically lower than that of an isolated
miss. Consequently, a first-order metric of the performance
overhead due to a reduced cache size would be to estimate not
only the number of extra misses incurred, but also how many of
them will not be overlapping with previously existing misses.
Figure 2c shows what happens when we reduce the cache size
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from cacheA to cacheB. Two more misses occur, LLC miss3
and LLC miss4, but only the latter one is a new leading miss:
LLC miss3 overlaps with previously existing misses, therefore
it does not add significant penalty to the execution time. LLC
miss4, on the other hand, introduces a whole new miss interval,
thus it is more harmful for performance.

With these observations in mind, a first-order model to
estimate the impact of cache resizing in performance can be
constructed by assuming that the change in the number of
cycles is simply the difference in the number of leading misses,
multiplied by the cost incurred by each leading miss. Let
cycles(cacheA) be the execution cycles and lmA the number
of leading misses in cacheA. The execution cycles in a new
configuration cacheB can be estimated as:

cycles(cacheB) = cycles(cacheA)+(lmB − lmA)× cost (2)

We discuss how to estimate the leading misses in cacheB, lmB,
in Section 3.3. Regarding the cost of each leading miss, we
found that the average memory latency makes an excellent
proxy. This seems counter-intuitive, due to the fact that the
processor can keep issuing instructions for several cycles after
a miss is issued. However, it also takes tens of cycles until
the request is propagated through the cache hierarchy to the
memory controller, therefore by the time the memory access
is issued, the issue window has most likely ran out of indepen-
dent instructions and the processor has stalled. To verify this
assumption, we ran an oracle predictor for the leading misses,
leaving the cost as the only uncertain part of the model, and
we found that this simple proxy yields great accuracy.

2.3. Putting it all together: a Frequency Scaling - Cache
Resizing Model

Paying a closer look at the two performance models presented
in this section reveals that they are tightly connected. Equa-
tion 1 shows that the key to estimate the impact of frequency
scaling is the absolute number of leading misses. Equation
2 depends on the difference of leading misses between cache
configurations. Therefore, the two equations can be com-
bined, allowing us to run an application in a base configura-
tion (cacheA, f req1) and estimate execution time in a target
configuration (cacheB, f req2). This is expressed as

cycles(cacheB, f req2) =cycles(cacheA, f req1)+

(lmB − lmA)× cost+

lmB ×mem_lat ×
(

f req2

f req1
−1

)
(3)

3. Design and Implementation
The performance model of the previous section requires the
number of leading misses in any cache configuration as an
input, which is not readily available when running an appli-
cation in a single configuration. In this section we propose a
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Figure 3: Mechanics to maintain over-provisioned information
in the cache tag-array.

novel method for estimating the number of leading misses in
any cache configuration. Then, we show how this information
can be fed to the model of Section 2 to estimate performance
variation in any cache and frequency, by only running the ap-
plication in a single configuration. We also discuss heuristics
to take into account the effect of hardware prefetching. Finally,
we consider implementation details and we prune our model
to make it suitable for Pseudo-LRU caches.

Previous work [37, 24] proposed the use of miss-tags to
track the cache behavior in different associativities. In this
approach, an extra tag-array is used to keep track of the blocks
that would be in a cache of a different associativity. Qureshi et.
al. [24] observed that for LRU caches a single miss-tag-array
using the maximum associativity of interest is sufficient, and
the LRU-order can be used to determine behavior in smaller
associativities. However, they still pay the overhead of intro-
ducing an extra tag array. In this section, we demonstrate a
novel method for integrating the miss-tags into the regular
tag-array. Furthermore, previous work have disregarded the
effect of the hardware prefetcher into the miss-ratios in differ-
ent caches: miss-tags can overestimate the number of misses,
if certain accesses that would miss in small caches could be
turned into hits by the prefetcher. Here we overcome this
limitation by characterizing every access as prefetchable or
not. Finally, previous work have not estimated the overlapping
of misses in different configurations, which is the key insight
of our performance model proposed in Section 2.

3.1. Modeling Misses in Different Associativities

Figure 3 shows the mechanics for maintaining over-provi-
sioned tag information in an example 4-way cache, that can
be upsized up to 6 ways. Shaded entries indicate inactive
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Figure 4: Miss counters for estimating number of misses in
different cache associativities.

tags. To determine cache behavior in different cache sizes, we
only need tag and LRU information for excessive addresses,
therefore the data array does not contain inactive parts. In
the course of this example, it will become obvious that, since
tag and data arrays are not of the same size anymore, there is
no one-to-one mapping between their entries. Therefore, for
each cache line, along with the tag we need a pointer to the
corresponding entry in the data array.

Figure 3a shows the case that an access hits in both the
current, 4-way cache, and the big, 6-way cache. In this case,
we only need to update the LRU-order (A is now the MRU
block). In Figure 3b, accessing address E misses in the current
cache but it would hit in the big cache, since an inactive entry
exists in the tag array. In the current cache, we should evict the
least recently used cache line, which is B, but since B would
still be present in the big cache, we simply deactivate it. On
the other hand, we need to bring in E, which is already present
in the tag array as an inactive tag, therefore we simply need
to mark it as active. The question now is where in the data
array should block E be placed. Since in the current cache it
is block B that should be replaced, we evict it from the data
array and bring in E instead, and we update the data pointer
of block E in the tag array. We also update the LRU-order,
which now indicates E as the most recently used cache line.

Finally, in Figure 3c we access block G, which is a miss
in both the current and the big cache. Therefore, we do need
to replace an entry in the tag array, but this entry is different
for the current and the big cache. For the big cache, block F
is the LRU block, therefore we replace it with block G. In
the current cache, on the other hand, block D is the LRU one,
therefore we deactivate it (but keep it in the tag-array because
it would be present in the big cache). We copy the pointer of
the deactivated block (D) to the pointer of the freshly inserted
block (G) and we use this pointer to determine the block to be
replaced in the data array. Finally, we update the LRU order.

In the example above we described a mechanism to keep
track of the LRU-order of the blocks contained in the big
cache without affecting the functionality of the current cache.
Using this LRU order, we can determine if an access to a block
would be a hit or a miss in different associativities: accessing
the n− th most recently used block would be a hit in a cache
with n ways or more, and a miss otherwise. Of course, any
access to a block that does not exist in either the active or

inactive part of the tag array is also a miss. Hence, we can
characterize every cache access as hit or miss in different
cache configurations, and use counters to indicate the miss
counts. Figure 4 shows how these statistics are collected at
runtime. Accessing A would result in a miss in a 1-way cache
and in a hit if associativity ≥ 2. The next access is on block
E, which is the least recently used in the cache, therefore it
would be a miss unless all 6-ways are enabled. Block G is not
present in the tags, therefore accessing it results always in a
miss, but re-accessing it right away would hit on any cache.
Finally, accessing C is a hit with 4 or more ways available.

An alternative approach to resize the cache is to change
the number of sets. Set-resizing forces blocks that used to
be mapped in different sets to content for the same set. To
model set-resizing, we keep combined LRU-information for
blocks belonging to sets that can conflict with each other
under a certain set-resizing configuration. We evaluated this
approach and we achieved accuracy similar to the one achieved
for way-resizing. However, applying set-resizing on top of
way-resizing only marginally improved the efficiency of our
policies (Section 5). Therefore, for simplicity, we do not
consider set-resizing for the remainder of this paper.

3.2. Modeling Hardware Prefetching

Using miss-tags to estimate mises disregards the effect of
hardware prefetcher. This can lead to overestimating misses
when predicting from big to small caches, since some of the
accesses not fitting in small caches can be brought in the cache
by the prefetcher in advance. Hence, we need to identify
if an access that would miss in some cache configuration is
prefetchable, i.e., if it is part of an access pattern the prefetcher
is aware of. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
modeling the effect of the prefetcher in miss-curve estimation.

We consider a stride prefetcher, but similar methods can
be applied for different types of prefetchers. We include a
prefetch-history buffer (512 entries), which keeps the latest
prefetches that would be issued in the minimum-sized cache.
In each entry, a cycle-counter indicates if the prefetch was in-
time or not. The buffer is direct-mapped, hence the lookup cost
is minimal. On every LLC access, we consult the prefetcher
to determine if this access would have been prefetched in case
of a miss. If an access is found to be prefetchable, it will
always be accounted as a hit, no matter what our cache model
predicts. The hardware cost for this structure is 40 bits per
entry (block address + counter), resulting in 2.5KB in total,
which is negligible for an 8MB LLC.

3.3. Modeling MLP

Previous works have proposed techniques to estimate miss-
rate curves in different caches [17, 24, 1, 37]. We already
discussed how we apply a similar approach for miss estimation,
without the overhead of using extra miss-tags. However, miss
estimation only roughly indicates the impact of cache size
on performance. To build an accurate analytical model, we
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need to know how MLP changes with cache size. In our
proposed model, we account for MLP through the number
of leading misses. Previous work [6, 13, 26] has shown that
leading misses are approximately the same across frequencies,
therefore we only need to investigate how leading misses
change with cache size.

We have shown how to characterize every LLC access as
hit or miss in different caches. If an access is predicted to
be a miss in some cache, we also need to determine whether
this miss overlaps with other misses, i.e., if the miss is a
leading miss or not. To do so, we keep a flag and a counter for
every possible cache configuration. This only adds minimal
hardware cost: if, for example, 16 cache configurations are
supported, we only need 16 counters and 16 1-bit flags. The
flag indicates a pending leading miss in the corresponding
cache configuration, and the counter specifies when the flag
should be reset. If an access is characterized as a miss and
the flag is not set for a given cache, we set the flag to 1 and
increment the projected number of leading misses (for the
specific cache) by 1. We also set the counter to the number of
cycles, after which the flag should be reset. Subsequent misses
in this configuration are assumed to be overlapping with the
leading miss. The question is when should the flag be reset,
i.e., after how many cycles is the leading miss considered
serviced. We use the following heuristic:
• If an access, predicted to be a leading miss, misses in the

current cache, the counter is set to average memory latency.
• If an access, predicted to be a leading miss, hits in the

current cache, the counter is set to Insts
IPChigh

(Figure 2d).
For the first case our approximation is fairly obvious: if an

access misses in the current cache, every access coming in the
next mem_lat cycles overlaps with the leading miss. For the
latter case, however, the overlapping of subsequent accesses is
not straightforward. The approximation we use is based on our
experience from other misses in the current cache. We use the
average number of instructions issued under a leading miss,
and estimate the number of cycles it would take to issue them
under the steady-state IPC. The projected number of cycles is
stored in the counter for the specific cache configuration, and
the counter decrements on every core cycle. Once the counter
reaches 0, the flag is reset and the latest leading miss is now
considered serviced. Therefore, the next access estimated to
be a miss will be counted as a new leading miss.

3.4. Estimating Performance

Figure 5 shows how our model estimates the number of misses
and leading misses from any cache to any other cache (top
left and right graphs) for sphinx3. Dark blue line indicates the
reference number of misses/leading misses. For each cache
configuration, i.e., each point on the dark blue line, a light
blue line estimates the cache behavior in the whole spectrum
of cache configurations. Hence, the difference between dark
and light blue lines represents the error in estimating cache
behavior from any cache to any other cache configuration.
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Figure 5: Performance and miss profile for sphinx3 in differ-
ent caches. Dark blue lines represent reference, light blue
lines represent model estimation. Top graphs show number of
misses (left) and leading misses (right). Bottom graphs show
execution time prediction based on the number of misses (left)
and leading misses (right).

The figure shows that estimating leading misses is less ac-
curate than estimating the total number of misses. This is
because, as discussed above, accesses that overlap under the
base cache configuration do not necessarily overlap in other
cache configurations and vice versa, and the heuristics used to
determine the overlapping introduce errors. One could argue
that, since estimating total number of misses is more accurate,
a performance model should be based on this metric. The bot-
tom left graph shows the accuracy in predicting execution time,
if the total number of misses and their corresponding costs
are used, similarly to the performance model of Equation 2.
As the figure shows, execution time tends to be overestimated
at small cache sizes and underestimated in big cache sizes.
Paying a closer attention to the misses/leading-misses graphs
shows that, in big caches the ratio of misses to leading misses
is about 1.25:1, i.e., 4 out of 5 misses are isolated. In small
cache sizes, however, more misses overlap with the same lead-
ing miss, and this ratio rises to 1.67:1. Therefore, the average
cost per miss is much higher in big caches, since almost every
miss comes with a whole miss interval of its own, and assum-
ing that additional misses that will occur in small caches will
have the same cost overestimates execution time. Similarly,
going from small to big caches, misses turn into hits, but only
the ones that are not part of a group of misses will have a big
impact on execution time. Assuming that all of the misses
contribute equally to performance leads to overestimating the
benefit of increasing the cache. This shows why simply es-
timating miss-rate curves [17, 24, 1, 37] is insufficient for
performance modeling. In contrast, with our proposed per-
formance model, even if there is some error introduced when
estimating leading misses, we still get great performance esti-
mation accuracy across different cache configurations (bottom
right figure). This proves that MLP is indispensable for mod-
eling cache resizing, and leads to great prediction accuracy
even if there is some uncertainty in its estimation.

Figure 6 shows the accuracy of our model for the SPEC2006
benchmark suite, using the experimental setup described in
Section 5. We execute each application in 16 different cache
configurations and 2 frequencies, 1.6GHz (green line) and
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3.4GHz (blue line). Due to space limitations, for multi-input
benchmarks we show the aggregate results for all inputs. From
each run, we estimate execution time in any cache and fre-
quency. The figure shows that most of the times, we achieve
great accuracy, especially for a runtime model that needs to
capture the relative performance between configurations. The
main source of error comes from estimating MLP (mc f , lbm)
and/or prefetcher behavior (dealii) between configurations
that differ considerably in misses. However, the runtime eval-
uation will show that our model is good enough to efficiently
drive energy-efficiency policies (Figure 10).

3.5. Pseudo-LRU Caches

Because true LRU is expensive, cheaper variations of LRU
can be used, called pseudo-LRU. The simplest pseudo-LRU
replacement policy uses one bit, indicating if a cache line is
not the LRU one. When a cache line is accessed, its pseudo-
LRU bit is set to 1. Once all the pseudo-LRU bits in a set are
1, they get reset. Once a block has to be evicted, one of the
blocks with a pseudo-LRU bit of 0 is picked for replacement.

However, this proxy cannot determine the specific order of
each cache line. In a 16-way cache, for example, with half
pseudo-LRU bits set to 0, the LRU-order of each of them can

be anything between 0 and 7, with 0 denoting the LRU cache
line. Our cache model needs the LRU-order of each cache line
accessed, therefore 1-bit LRU information is insufficient to
characterize every access as hit/miss in other configurations.

We use the tree-LRU structure of Figure 7. For every pair
of cache lines, 1 bit indicates whether the left/right cache line
is the most recently used one in the pair. For the sake of
clarity, we use a slightly different representation, with 1 bit per
cache line denoting that this line is the MRU (1) or LRU(0)
in the pair. Similarly, at each next level of the tree, we order
pairs of the previous level. When a block is accessed, the
corresponding pair at each level of the tree becomes the most
recently used pair. A simple proxy to estimate the order of
a block is obtained by walking the tree from the root to the
block of interest. In Figure 7b, block A, for instance, has an
LRU order of 111 (MRU), whereas block C has an order of
100 (4-th most recently used). The limitation of this approach
is that for big tree structures it introduces errors due to limited
information for blocks that are too far from each other in the
tree. Consider the scenario that only two blocks in the set are
accessed, A and E. At any point in time, the most recently
used between the two has an order of 111, which is the true
order, but the other block’s order is 011 instead of 110. This
stems from the inherent assumption of a tree-LRU structure
that on each sub-tree, all blocks in the MRU half were used
more recently than all blocks in the other half of the tree. One
way to overcome this limitation is to form several trees, with
different block combinations on each of them, to reduce the
worst-case distance between blocks, and use the information
from all the trees to extract an LRU-order for each block. Due
to space limitations, we do not show an exhaustive analysis on
this optimization problem. We found, however, that two tree
structures estimate LRU-order with reasonable accuracy.
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3.6. Implementation Cost

The heuristics discussed take strongly into account implemen-
tation cost, in a way that our method can be applied in real
systems. For the tag-array extensions, we need one bit per
cache line to show if it is active or not. Assuming a w−way
cache, we also need log2w bits to point where in the data array
each block is located. For the tree-LRU structure, we need
w
2 bits for the first level of the tree, and each next level needs
half the bits of the previous level, hence the total number of
bits for each set is w

2 + w
4 + ...+ 1. In an example 16-way

cache, the total number of extra bits per set is 95. Given that
each set consists of 16 64-byte blocks, along with tag-array
information (tag address, coherence state, replacement infor-
mation etc.) the total overhead is about 12% of the tag-array
and less than 1% of the total cache. To estimate MLP, for each
cache configuration, one bit indicates a pending miss and an
8-bit counter indicates when the flag should be reset (8 bits
represent memory latencies of up to 256 core cycles).

Regarding dynamic energy consumption, we are conserva-
tive and assume that, even when LLC is downsized, access
energy is that of a maximum-sized cache. The dynamic en-
ergy will be higher than that of a conventional cache, due to
extra operations (determining blocks to be replaced in cur-
rent/maximum cache, updating data-pointers). However, LLC
dynamic power accounts for a small part of total power con-
sumption (6% for Xeon Tulsa processor [15]). Moreover, most
of the dynamic power comes from data-movement which is
not affected by our extensions. Hence, our cache extensions
only marginally increase dynamic energy consumption.

To expose the estimated cache behavior to the OS, we ex-
tend the available set of processor performance counters to
measure number of misses and leading misses predicted for
different configurations. In this work we consider 16 cache
configurations, however, a more coarse-grained resizing gran-
ularity can be adopted to reduce complexity.

3.7. Summary

We present a methodology to estimate how the number of
misses in a cache, and their overlapping, changes with respect
to cache size. We propose an asymmetric tag-array and data-
array structure, where the tag-array always keeps track of the
blocks that would be in the maximum-sized cache by combin-
ing the active and inactive tags. At the same time, the active
tags keep track of the data in the current cache to preserve tra-
ditional cache functionality. We take the hardware prefetcher
into account and show that we can efficiently estimate perfor-
mance across different cache/frequency configurations.

4. DVFS-Cache Resizing Runtime Framework
Having shown that our model tracks performance in different
frequencies and cache sizes, we apply the model to control
the two knobs at runtime. To estimate energy in different
caches/frequencies, we use a previously proposed correlation
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Figure 8: Ce f f in different LLC-frequency configurations.

model. The advantage of analytical models over empirical
methods is the full control of the behavior of the application:
instead of blindly fine-tuning empirical parameters and hope
for the best, we set the energy and performance requirements
and our models satisfy them in an optimal way.

4.1. Energy Estimation

Estimating effective capacitance (Ce f f ), i.e., the portion of the
total capacitance of the chip that, on average, switches state on
each cycle, is the key to model energy consumption [27, 28].
Previous work has shown that there is a strong correlation be-
tween Ce f f and various processor event rates: simpler models
correlate Ce f f with IPC only, whereas more detailed models
take into account more events to improve accuracy. The ad-
vantage of this method is that it decouples the coefficients of
the model from the frequency the model was trained in: the
same model can estimate Ce f f in any frequency, if the event
rates collected are properly adjusted for that frequency. Once
Ce f f is estimated, power is simply P = f ×Ce f f ×V 2.

We follow a similar approach to create a power model for
our modeled system. We find that a correlation model based on
the rate of total instructions (IPC), as well as floating point and
memory instructions, yields good accuracy to estimate Ce f f
(Figure 8). Based on this model, the total energy consumption
can be estimated by the following equation1:

Power = f ×Ce f f (IPC,FPIPC,MIPC)×V 2+

core_static(V )+LLC_static(V,size)

Energy =Power ∗ texec+

mem_accesses×mem_energy_per_access

(4)

Event rates and execution time are estimated using the per-
formance model. Core and LLC static power are known in
different configurations. To account for energy consumed by
memory, we multiply the number of memory accesses (esti-
mated by our model) with the per-access energy cost.

4.2. Multi-core extensions

Since we target LLC resizing, it is important to extend our
methodology for the case that cores running different applica-
tions share the same LLC. Tracking misses with our extended-
tags architecture is not affected by the presence of more than

1IPC: instructions per cycle, FPIPC: FP instructions per cycle, MIPC:
memory instructions per cycle
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Parameter Value
Number of Cores 4
Width/ROB/IQ/LQ/SQ/Regs. 8/192/64/32/32/256
L1 Instruction / Data Caches 32kB, 64B, 8-way
L2 cache 128kB, 64B, 8-way
L3 cache 8MB-128kB, 64B, 16-way
Frequency range 3.4GHz-1.6GHz (16 frequency levels)
Voltage range 1.15V-0.97V
DRAM 8GB, 60ns, 12.8GB/s

Table 1: System Configuration. We use the default gem5 out-
of-order CPU model. V-f ranges are retrieved from a real Intel
Sandybridge machine.

one cores: the access stream in LLC would consist from ac-
cesses coming from all cores, hence our miss-estimation takes
the effects of sharing LLC into account. The only extension
required is to map the leading misses to the cores that issued
them, hence we need per-core leading-miss counters and flags
(the cost of which is minimal as discussed in Section 3.6).
Then, our model can be applied for each core individually
to estimate performance and energy of each application in
every possible configuration, and pick the configuration that
optimizes the system’s efficiency.

4.3. Energy-Efficiency Policies

The policies we run aim to find the best balance between per-
formance and energy consumption. To achieve this, we use
Energy Delay Product (EDP) as the metric to optimize. Using
our performance/energy models, we estimate execution time
and energy at any frequency/cache configuration, hence it is
straightforward to estimate the optimal-EDP setting. To show-
case the importance of a co-ordinated management, we also
evaluate policies that apply the two techniques independently.

For every policy, we run an application for a time window
and we collect the input required by our model. At the end
of the window we run the performance and energy models to
estimate the configuration that optimizes the metric of interest.
We use a last-value predictor, i.e., we assume that the behavior
of the next window will be similar to the current one, hence
we apply the setting that is estimated to be the optimal for
the current window. Investigating more sophisticated phase-
detection schemes is beyond the scope of this paper and is left
for future work. We envision our framework to be part of the
OS, hence we use a window of 34M instructions2.

In a multi-core, fully-loaded (all cores active) system, indi-
vidual applications do not execute the same number of instruc-
tions across different scenarios, hence using latency and energy
as metrics is inapplicable. Instead, we use the throughput-
equivalent metrics. We express the per-application slowdown
in terms of Billion Instructions Per Second (BIPS), and the
system slowdown is simply the average of them. To express
efficiency, we use avg_slowdown × total_power, which is
equivalent to EDP, but expressed to the unit of time, hence for
simplicity we use the term ’EDP’ for our efficiency metric.

2during an OS-quantum (10msec), a 1-IPC application running at 3.4GHz
executes 34M instructions.

(a) 1 core active (b) 4 cores active

Core Dynamic
L3 Dynamic

Core Static
L3 Tag Static

L3 Data Static

58%

28%

76%

10%

Figure 9: Power breakdown at 3.4GHz for a 4-core machine
with (a) one core active and (b) all cores active.

5. Evaluation

We use gem5 [2] to evaluate our framework, with the configura-
tion of Table 1. We extend the caches to support our modeling
methodology, and we enhance it with a runtime mechanism
that implements our model by collecting the statistics specified
in Section 2. We run the whole SPEC2006 benchmark suite,
with all different inputs for each benchmark. Due to space
limitations, for benchmarks with multiple inputs we merge
the results. For each benchmark input, we use 10 different
checkpoints taken across its execution, to capture the behavior
in different application-phases. Hence, in total we evaluate
550 checkpoints. For each checkpoint, we warm-up the caches
for 300M instructions, and then run 500M instructions for the
runtime policies. For the profiling runs (Figure 6), due to the
huge design space explored, we limit the detailed simulation to
30M instructions. To model energy, we combine McPAT [15]
with real-hardware experiments: we run micro-benchmarks
on an Intel SandyBridge machine to determine the core and
LLC static power. For dynamic power, we found that Mc-
PAT does not sufficiently model clock power [34, 21]. Hence,
we scale McPAT parameters to fit the ones reported in previ-
ous work [3, 14]. Figure 9 summarizes our power-modeling
assumptions, showing the average power-breakdown for our
processor.

5.1. Adaptive DVFS-Cache Resizing

In single-core experiments, 3 out of 4 cores are power-gated,
hence LLC static power dominates. As Figure 9a shows, 28%
of total power comes from LLC data-array static power, which
indicates a great potential for LLC Resizing. On the other
hand, dynamic power is 58%, hence we expect DVFS to be
rather conservative. An additional reason for this is that, with
an 8MB LLC, most SPEC benchmarks are CPU-intensive.

Figure 10a shows EDP for three different policies, normal-
ized to the EDP of the maximum frequency and cache size. By
combining our performance/energy models it is trivial to build
similar policies, that can be applied by the OS or the applica-
tion itself. By only applying DVFS (blue bar), EDP of memory
bound applications (e.g. libquantum, milc) is improved by up
to 22%. Many CPU-bound applications, however, such as cal-
culix and h264ref, are too frequency-sensitive to benefit from
DVFS. The Resize Only policy (green bar), on the other hand,
achieves significant EDP savings in most of the benchmarks,
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Figure 10: Evaluation for different runtime policies. (a) EDP for three different policies: DVFS only, Resize only and combined
DVFS & Resize. (b) execution time, energy and EDP for two variations of the DVFS and Resize policy: one trying to minimize EDP
with no limitations (patterned bars), and one minimizing EDP within a 5% performance constraint (solid bars). (c) EDP for the
DVFS and Resize policy when the baseline last-level cache is 8MB (blue bars), 4MB (green bars) or 2MB (yellow bars). (d) EDP
for LRU and Pseudo-LRU replacement policies.
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app1 app2 app3 app4 app1 app2 app3 app4
mix1 astar(cs, f s) astar(cs, f s) bzip2(cs, f s) gcc(cs, f s) mix5 astar(cs, f s) milc(ci, f i) libquantum(ci, f i) soplex(cs, f i)
mix2 gamess(ci, f s) hmmer(ci, f s) namd(ci, f s) sjeng(ci, f s) mix6 milc(ci, f i) libquantum(ci, f i) mcf(cs, f i) omnetpp(cs, f i)
mix3 gemsfdtd(cs, f i) omnetpp(cs, f i) mcf(cs, f i) soplex(cs, f i) mix7 milc(ci, f i) namd(ci, f s) mcf(cs, f i) sphinx3(cs, f s)
mix4 milc(ci, f i) milc(ci, f i) libquantum(ci, f i) lbm(ci, f i) mix8 milc(ci, f i) namd(ci, f s) omnetpp(cs, f i) sphinx3(cs, f s)

Table 2: Applications used for multi-workload mixes. Each application is characterized as cache sensitive/insensitive (cs/ci) and
frequency sensitive/insensitive (fs/fi), based on Figure 6.
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Figure 12: Runtime policies evaluation for multi-process workloads. (a) DVFS only, Resize only and DVFS & Resize policies. (b)
Two variations of the DVFS & Resize policy: minimizing EDP (patterned bars) and reducing EDP without harming performance
by more than 15% (solid bars). The 15% performance threshold for the conservative policy is indicated by a horizontal line in (b).

since it is rare that the whole 8MB LLC is utilized (also shown
in Figure 6). However, the full EDP benefit is only obtained
after applying both techniques (yellow bar). This way, our
model detects the combined trade-off of DVFS-Cache Resiz-
ing and apply it to boost EDP. For cases like libquantum and
milc one can claim that combining the two techniques simply
delivers the combination of the savings each of them would
deliver in isolation. For cases such as mcf and omnetpp, how-
ever, it is clear that decisions about one technique also affect
decisions about the other one. Especially in the case of mcf,
each of the techniques in isolation cannot improve EDP by
more than 1%, but the combination of them gives a 6% benefit.
This is because with a reduced LLC static power consumption
(imposed by Cache Resizing), DVFS can be more aggressive
and trade performance for energy savings. At the same time,
reducing dynamic power consumption of the total processor
raises the importance of LLC static power, hence Cache Re-
sizing can be more aggressive. In other words, DVFS and
Resizing decisions are not orthogonal. This is also shown in
Figure 11. The Resize only policy is much more conservative
for omnetpp (Figure 11a), therefore it does not improve EDP.
When DVFS is enabled, however, LLC static power becomes
more important and DVFS & Resize policy takes more ag-
gressive resizing decisions and improves EDP compared to
Resize only and DVFS only policies. The same applies for the
resizing decisions of mcf (Figure 11b). Finally, Figure 11c
shows that Cache Resizing leads to more aggressive DVFS for
soplex_pds, compared to DVFS only policy.

Figure 10b shows the DVFS & Resize policy of Figure 10a
with the addition of how execution time and energy are af-
fected. Moreover, we show two different variations of that
policy: one that tries to maximize EDP savings (patterned
bars) and one that tries to achieve the best EDP savings within
5% of performance overhead (solid bars). Since our runtime
policies are based on models that accurately capture the energy
and performance impact of our decisions, such targeted poli-
cies are easy to apply and do not rely on empirical parameters

and application-specific fine-tuning. As expected, the aggres-
sive policy (patterned bars) suffers from higher execution time
overheads, but at the same time achieves better energy and
EDP savings (e.g., omnetpp, libquantum). For many cache-
insensitive applications (e.g., h264ref, gobmk) the two policies
are identical, since frequency is kept at maximum and cache
size can be minimized at no cost. There are also cases like lbm
where the two policies take different decisions but they end up
in similar EDP savings. For the conservative policy, execution
time is kept within the 5% cap in most cases, with bzip2 (9%)
and mcf (8%) being the most notable exceptions.

We also show (Figure 10c) that our method is beneficial in
a more constrained environment with a 4MB (green bars) or
2MB (yellow bars) LLC. With a smaller LLC, the energy sav-
ings due to resizing are significantly reduced. Also, we expect
that LLC size becomes more critical, hence the potential to
resize LLC without harming performance is limited. Never-
theless, we achieve significant savings even for a 2MB LLC.
In some cases (e.g., lbm), the benefit is actually enhanced for a
smaller baseline LLC. This can be explained by Figure 6: for
certain applications, there is a critical cache size below which
further reducing the cache does not affect execution time. If
the baseline cache is above that critical size, we cannot apply
aggressive cache resizing without affecting performance. But
if our baseline cache is smaller than the critical cache size,
then the cache can be downsized without any performance
overhead. Finally, Figure 10d shows that EDP savings in a
Pseudo-LRU LLC are comparable to the LRU-case.

5.2. Multi-process Workloads

Figure 12a shows the results for 8 workload mixes (Table 2).
We show how performance (per-application and average),
power consumption and EDP are affected. Our workload selec-
tion exhibits a variety of cache/frequency sensitive/insensitive
applications. Contrary to the single-core case, where most
savings come from LLC Resizing, in a multi-core LLC static
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power is not as dominant, hence we expect DVFS to play the
most important role in energy savings.

Mix1 represents the pessimistic scenario that all applications
are both cache and frequency sensitive. In this case, there is
no potential for energy savings through DVFS and/or LLC Re-
sizing, hence all policies choose to run on high frequency and
LLC size, resulting in minimal EDP savings. Mix2 demon-
strates the case that applications are sensitive to frequency
but insensitive to LLC size. In such a case, savings can be
obtained only through LLC resizing, hence DVFS only pol-
icy does not yield any benefit. However, when all cores are
active, LLC static power represents only 10% of total power
(Figure 9b), hence once again potential for energy savings is
limited even for the policies involving LLC Resizing. The
reverse scenario (all applications are cache sensitive and fre-
quency insensitive) is depicted in mix3, hence DVFS only
achieves similar benefits to DVFS & Resize and Resize only
fails to improve efficiency. Mix4 involves cache-insensitive,
frequency-insensitive applications that can take full advantage
of both techniques. Interestingly, even the Resize only policy
achieves better savings compared to mix2 which also involves
cache-insensitive applications. This is because applications
of mix4 are memory bound, therefore dynamic power is less
dominant, increasing the impact of LLC static power into total
power consumption. The rest of our workloads contain ap-
plications of mixed behavior in terms of cache and frequency
sensitivity. Mix7 shows why we need combined DVFS and
LLC Resizing: Resize only policy is reluctant to reduce cache
size, because LLC static power is not a big part of total chip
power (Figure 9b). When DVFS is also applied, however, dy-
namic power is reduced and LLC static power becomes more
important, hence it is beneficial to reduce cache size. This
way, the DVFS & Resize policy gives a further 5% of EDP
savings compared to DVFS only.

Finally, Figure 12b shows the two variations of DVFS &
Resize policy, one without performance constraint (patterned)
and one with 15% performance constraint (solid). Our models
are accurate enough to succesfully enforce the 15% perfor-
mance cap in each of the applications in the mix. On the
other hand, the unconstrained policy is more aggressive and
achieves higher power and EDP savings (e.g., 45% against
22% of EDP reduction for mix3).

6. Related Work
Karkhanis et al.[11] provide a fundamental insight into the im-
portance of the parallelism of LLC misses for the performance
of out-of-order execution. Eyerman et al.[5] exploit MLP to
optimize the fetch policies for SMT processors. Qureshi et
al.[23] exploit MLP to improve the replacement decisions in
LLCs. Our approach relies on MLP to reduce static and dy-
namic power of a processor in two dimensions (scaling core
V/f and LLC size in a synergistic manner).

The potential of DVFS in energy savings has been studied
in a variety of research communities (from circuit to system

designers). The most promising approach for DVFS man-
agement is the leading loads model, proposed by three inde-
pendent groups[6, 13, 26]. This model predicts application
performance under DVFS with an order of magnitude higher
accuracy than previous models. Miftakhutdinov et al. [19]
proposed dedicated hardware performance counters with the
explicit goal of aiding the leading loads model, while [27] and
[29] show how to approximate the leading loads model on
commodity processors. Su et al.[30] proposed a linear regres-
sion model that takes into account power consumed by North
Bridge and the temperature-dependent core idle power. Our
DVFS mechanism is based on the leading loads model, how-
ever we argue that DVFS and LLC resizing must be applied in
tandem. This stems from our observation that both DVFS and
LLC Resizing must be driven by the MLP of LLC misses.

Cache Resizing is also a widely studied area. Yang et al.[35]
proposed cache-set resizing, while hybrid (in both sets and
ways) cache resizing was introduced in [36]. Keramidas et
al. [12] proposed a methodology to eliminate the effect of
transition misses, called hiccup misses (misses introduced
due to resizing and not as part the normal cache operation).
These approaches use the number of misses as performance
indicator and they are not applicable in LLCs, where MLP
is the dominant performance factor. [37] and [4] propose
dynamic resizing of L1 caches using an extra set of cache tags
(called miss and shadow tags respectively). These tags track
the miss behavior in a different (target) cache configuration
than the one that the cache currently operates. On the contrary,
we focus on LLCs, we integrate the miss tags into the regular
tags and our model offers a significantly higher coverage in the
target cache configurations (not just one target configuration).

An orthogonal approach to cache resizing is cache parti-
tioning among various concurrently executing applications in
a multicore. Tam et al. [32] use hardware mechanisms for
address sampling and post-processing software to compute
reuse distance distributions and accordingly partition the LLC.
[24] and [31] proposed cache partitioning mechanisms using
counters associated with cache sets to help in tracking reuse
distances. Moreto et al. [20] proposed a partitioning scheme
based on MLP-cost. The latter approach requires a complete
redesign of MSHRs and a new set of MSHRs in the front-end
of the LLC. Our models can also be used for cache partitioning,
by estimating performance for different partitioning decisions
similarly to estimating performance for different cache sizes.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, coordinate DVFS and
cache resizing has been proposed in [16] and [18]. Both meth-
ods rely on empirical models (trained by costly profiling runs)
and trial-and-error feedback mechanisms. Moreover, separate
models and controllers are required for DVFS and resizing.
In contrast, our proposal is based on analytical models and
requires one controller for both techniques. More importantly,
our models are flexible enough to effortlessly form a variety of
different policies, whereas empirical methods are fine-tuned
for a given optimization goal.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper we present a unified analytical model for DVFS
and Cache Resizing. We propose a methodology to track
caches misses in different configurations without neglecting
the hardware prefetcher. Moreover, we estimate MLP in any
cache configuration and, based on this, we form a highly-
accurate analytical model. A deeper examination of our model
reveals that it can be easily augmented with a previously pro-
posed DVFS model, hence we deliver a model that, from a sin-
gle cache-frequency configuration can estimate performance
for any configuration of interest.

To showcase the power of our model, we develop a frame-
work that adapts cache size and core frequency to improve
energy efficiency. We show that a co-ordinated management
is crucial for maximizing efficiency, and we demonstrate the
flexibility of our models by applying different variations of
energy-efficiency policies, controlled by the OS or the appli-
cation itself. Finally, we investigate the multi-core case and
apply our method in a multi-workload environment.
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